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Programmable Rainbow Trapping and Band-Gap Enhancement via Spatial
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We numerically and experimentally investigate spatially programmable rainbow trapping and bandgap enhancement using a graded piezoelectric metamaterial beam with unit cells shunted to synthetic
impedance circuits. The local inductive shunt resonant frequency of each unit cell is diﬀerent and follows a
predeﬁned spatial variation along the beam length. We explore the eﬀect of various grading proﬁles on the
spatial wave trapping and on the attenuation bandwidth. Experiments are performed on a clamped-clamped
metamaterial beam with 29 piezoelectric elements shunted to synthetic impedance circuits with gradually
varying inductance. Numerical simulations and experimental results reveal that, over a frequency band
containing all resonant frequencies of unit cells, propagating elastic waves can be trapped uniformly or
nonuniformly along the beam, and that the spatial trapping pattern follows the respective target frequency
grading proﬁle. Additionally, substantial band-gap enhancement is observed (as high as 75% increase)
as compared with the identical resonators counterpart. Overall, the results show the versatility of this
class of graded piezoelectric metamaterials and support the design of such programmable piezoelectric
metastructures.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.17.L021003

The “rainbow trapping” eﬀect is observed when waves
slow down as they propagate until they stop at diﬀerent spatial positions depending on their frequency, leading
to a temporary trapping of waves at speciﬁc locations
along a waveguide. This phenomenon has been shown
in electromagnetic and plasmonic work in which propagating electromagnetic waves with diﬀerent frequency
components can be slowed down and trapped at diﬀerent
locations, allowing for storage of light at speciﬁc locations
along a waveguide [1–5]. This phenomenon and resulting
dynamics have inspired researchers to study and implement the rainbow trapping eﬀect in acoustic [6–9] and
elastic [10–13] waves.
Metamaterials, architected structures that derive their
large-scale eﬀective properties from the small-scale properties of their constituent unit cells, are a well-suited
platform for implementing rainbow trapping. Metamaterials can exhibit exotic eﬀective properties, such as negative
eﬀective density [14,15], negative stiﬀness and modulus
[16,17], double-negative [18–21] properties, or “ﬂuidlike”
[22,23] properties for elastic solids. Furthermore, metamaterials can vary the local wave propagation velocity
through gradual variation of the properties of their constituent unit cells. Generally, there are two widely used
mechanisms to introduce such grading in metamaterials
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and metastructures: (i) gradually varying a particular property of the resonating element in unit cells and (ii) using
graded material contrast with diﬀerent refractive index
[24–28]. In a broader sense, graded locally resonant metamaterials are composed of locally resonant elements with
gradually varying properties that exhibit interesting phenomena such as wave trapping, enhanced wave manipulation, and wave mode conversion [29–31], among others.
In the existing literature, graded metamaterials with linearly varying unit cell properties have been given the most
attention.
In this study, we explore a fully programmable piezoelectric metamaterial beam in which the graded array of
piezoelectric unit cells are shunted to synthetic impedance
circuits (Fig. 1). Piezoelectric metamaterials have eﬀective
mechanical properties that depend on the shunt circuit in
each unit cell. More speciﬁcally, it has been shown that
the eﬀective dynamic stiﬀness of a piezoelectric metamaterial depends on the admittance of the shunt circuit in each
unit cell [17]. Synthetic impedance [32,33] enables precise
spatial programming of the impedance of each unit cell’s
shunt circuit, leading to the easy assignment of any grading
proﬁle to the unit cells. Speciﬁcally, the grading is performed on the resonant frequency of each unit cell by varying the inductance provided by each synthetic impedance
shunt circuit. Background on synthetic impedance-based
piezoelectric metamaterials [34] and graded metamaterials
[35] can be found elsewhere.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the programmable piezoelectric metamaterial beam. The piezoelectric patches are connected in parallel
with poling directions shown by green arrows. (b) Experimental realization of a piezoelectric metamaterial beam with 29 unit cells.
The impedance across each unit cell is controlled by a synthetic circuit allowing precise control of impedance values.

We consider a piezoelectric metamaterial beam made
from a 1D periodic array of unit cells, shown schematically in Fig. 1. Each unit cell comprises a pair of square
piezoelectric patches (PZT-5J) with dimensions 21 × 21 ×
0.55 mm bonded symmetrically to a 0.51-mm-thick conductive shim (Aluminum 6061). Both piezoelectric elements in each unit cell are poled in the same direction
through the thickness for parallel wiring. The system has
lattice constant a = 22 mm, and each unit cell is numbered
with index j , such that the j th unit cell is at position xj =
ja. The outer electrodes of each unit cell are electrically
connected to a synthetic impedance circuit, which is programmed to provide a synthetic admittance corresponding
to the series connection of a resistor and inductor, i.e.,
Yj (s) =

1
,
Rj + L j s

(1)

where Rj and Lj are the j th circuit resistance and inductance, respectively, and s is the complex Laplace variable.
Each shunt admittance is normalized by the piezoelectric
capacitance of that unit cell, yielding
hj (s) =

2
ωt,j
Yj (s)
=
,
Cp,j
s + 2ζj ωt,j

(2)


where ωt,j = 1/ Cp,j Lj is the resonant frequency of the

j th shunt circuit and ζj = (Rj /2) Cp,j /Lj is its damping
ratio. In practice, it is necessary to add a bias resistance Rb
in parallel to the synthetic impedance shunt to dissipate dc
bias current. Additionally, the damping ratio ζj in this work
is selected to be as small as possible while maintaining the
stability of the system. In the numerical results, both the

bias resistance Rb and series resistance Rj are neglected to
highlight the rainbow trapping phenomenon.
We consider a frequency grading pattern for the shunt
circuits given by
 


j −1 p
ωt,j = 1 + δ − 2δ
ωt ,
S−1

(3)

where ωt,j is the target frequency of the j th unit cell, S
is the total number of unit cells in the structure, ωt is
some target frequency around which gradual variation of
the shunt circuit frequencies take place, the dimensionless
parameter δ quantiﬁes the variations of shunt circuit frequencies from the target one, and the power p deﬁnes the
proﬁle of the frequency grading between the ﬁrst and the
last shunt circuits.
To quantify the eﬀect of each shunt circuit on the metamaterial, we consider a ﬁnite-element model (COMSOL
Multiphysics) of the system’s unit cell. The unit cell is
characterized by its dispersion, which describes the relation between the velocity and frequency of a wave propagating through the metamaterial. Dispersion curves are
computed by imposing Floquet boundary conditions with
wave number k and calculating the corresponding eigenfrequencies ω(k); the group velocity can then be calculated
as dω/dk. Near the target frequency of the shunt the dispersion curve bends sharply, allowing the group velocity
to be tuned at a given frequency. By varying the target frequency in space, the group velocity at a given frequency
also varies in space. This calculation procedure is shown
schematically in Fig. 2.
For each target frequency proﬁle given by Eq. (3),
the corresponding group velocity can be computed as a
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10-1

FIG. 2. (a) Example dispersion curve at short circuit (black
solid line) and dispersion curves with linear spatial variation
in the target frequency ωt,j (colored lines). At a certain operating frequency (dashed line), the intersection with the dispersion
curves (solid markers) varies in wave number. (b) Group velocity versus position corresponding to (a) at the shown operating
frequency.

function of frequency and position to demonstrate the rainbow trapping phenomenon, in which waves of diﬀerent
frequencies are slowed down and stopped at diﬀerent positions. This is shown in Fig. 3 for grading proﬁles with
ωt /(2π ) = 350 Hz, δ = 0.05, and p = 0.5, 1, 2, with no
loss in the system. It is observed that the group velocity becomes zero at diﬀerent spatial points depending on
the considered grading proﬁle. Figure 3(a) shows uniform trapping of waves (uniform zero group velocity
points) along the beam over a frequency range bounded
by the lowest and highest frequency grading of unit cells.
When the grading proﬁle is quadratic (p = 2) as shown in
Fig. 3(b), the zero group velocity points are concentrated
at the far end of the beam away from the excitation unit
cell. On the other hand, when a fractional grading proﬁle (p = 1/2) is considered, the zero group velocity points
are concentrated in a region near the excitation unit cell as
shown in Fig. 3(c). In all cases, the grading proﬁle determines at which points the elastic waves stop propagating.
A propagating wave with a frequency of 350 Hz under a
linear grading proﬁle will eventually stop at the center of
the beam. However, the same wave under a fractional grading proﬁle will be trapped in a region smaller than half the
beam.
Experiments are performed to validate the rainbow
trapping predictions of Fig. 3 using a piezoelectric
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FIG. 3. Group velocity versus beam length for diﬀerent grading proﬁles with δ = 0.05 and (a) p = 1, (b) p = 2, and (c)
p = 1/2. The panels clearly show the cutoﬀ position where the
group velocity becomes zero. Uniform spacing of the zero group
velocity points is observed when the grading proﬁle is linear (a),
whereas nonuniform spacing is observed for (b) p = 2 and (c)
p = 0.5.

metamaterial beam. The experimental setup consists of a
clamped-clamped beam comprising 30 piezoelectric unit
cells described previously (Fig. 1), with total length Lb =
660 mm. The system is excited by applying a white
noise burst to the piezoelectric unit cell closest to one
clamped end of the beam, while the remaining 29 unit
cells are connected to synthetic impedance circuits operating at 400-kHz sampling frequency. The transmissibility
frequency response functions (FRFs) between the measured velocity of the ﬁrst unit cell and the velocities
of 127 measurement points distributed along the beam
length are measured using a Polytec PSV-500 scanning
laser Doppler vibrometer. The numerical results of Fig. 3
rely on unit cell dispersion properties, and hence do not
take into account the ﬁnite size of the experimental setup.
Thus, numerical simulations are performed using a ﬁniteelement model of the full structure to compare directly
with the experimental results. In the ﬁnite-element model
of the full system, an isotropic loss factor of 0.001 is used
to highlight the rainbow trapping eﬀect in the numerical
results.
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Figures 4(a)–4(c) show the numerical transmissibility
FRF versus the excitation frequency and position for different grading proﬁles p when the variation parameter δ
is 0.05. As shown in the ﬁgures, the target frequency proﬁles associated with unit cells control the trend of vibration
attenuation along the beam. That is, when the grading proﬁle is linear, p = 1, the band gap forms uniformly along
the beam with respect to the excitation frequency while for
the other grading proﬁles, p = 2 and p = 1/2, band gaps
open nonuniformly [37]. These numerical observations are
in agreement with the group velocity plots in Fig. 3 in
which zero group velocity of waves with diﬀerent frequencies occurs at diﬀerent positions. This conﬁrms that the
opening of band gaps follows in shape the frequency grading proﬁle of unit cells. Figures 4(d)–4(f) show the corresponding experimental transmissibility colormaps, which
agree well with the numerical ones. It can be observed
that the experimental transmissibility displays the same
frequency-dependent attenuation, with the band-gap cutoﬀ closely following the prescribed proﬁle. However, the
mechanical damping in the experimental system is signiﬁcantly larger than in the simulations, and so the attenuation
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FIG. 5. (a) Numerical simulations and (b) experimental results
demonstrating the rainbow trapping of elastic waves. The lefthand panels show the transmissibility colormaps of the graded
metamaterial beam with p = 2 and δ = 0.05. The right-hand
panels show the wave proﬁles at diﬀerent excitation frequencies
between 340 and 365 Hz inside the band gap.
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FIG. 4. Numerical and experimental transmissibility colormaps versus the excitation frequency and the beam length
for diﬀerent grading proﬁles shown by the blue line in each
colormap for δ = 0.05 (light damping is assumed in the numerical simulations). (a)–(c) The numerical simulations and (d)–(f)
the experimental results (each row with the same order: p = 1,
p = 2, and p = 1/2). See the Supplemental Material [36] for an
animation of the colormaps for diﬀerent δ values.

inside the band gap is less extreme. Similarly, the vibrational modes of the metamaterial are less pronounced in
the experimental data than in the numerical simulations.
To highlight the rainbow trapping eﬀect, Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b) show the numerical and experimental steady-state
wave proﬁles at several excitation frequencies inside the
band gap for a second-order grading proﬁle (p = 2) with
δ = 0.05. The wave proﬁle at a frequency corresponding to the start of the band gap (the lowest frequency)
propagates throughout the length of the beam. As the excitation frequency increases, the waves are trapped gradually
at speciﬁc regions along the beam, which demonstrates
the rainbow trapping phenomenon. Again, there is excellent agreement between the numerical and experimental
results.
Finally, to determine the eﬀect of the grading proﬁle on
band-gap size, we consider the transmissibility of the metamaterial averaged over ﬁve points near the clamped end
farthest from the excitation point. Figure 6 shows averaged
transmissibility FRFs for diﬀerent levels of the variation
parameter δ and three levels of the grading power p = 1,
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FIG. 6. Experimental transmissibility plots for (a) p = 1, (b) p = 2, and (c) p = 1/2 proﬁles at diﬀerent levels of the variation
parameter δ showing increase in the band-gap width.

p = 2, and p = 1/2. The ﬁgure shows that, as the variation parameter δ increases, the band gap becomes wider but
the attenuation inside the band gap becomes weaker. Here,
the band-gap width is measured for transmissibility below
0.1. The corresponding percentage increase in the bandgap width for each case is tabulated in Table I as compared
to the corresponding band gap in the uniform (identical)
resonators counterpart [17,34].
In conclusion, we demonstrate the rainbow trapping
eﬀect using a fully programmable elastic metamaterial
beam with unit cells shunted to synthetic impedance circuits. This system allows us to freely control the grading
proﬁle of unit cells by digitally tuning the respective inductance values in the synthetic impedance circuits. Various
grading proﬁles are numerically and experimentally investigated to reveal the corresponding trapping characteristics. First-order grading proﬁles show uniform trapping
of elastic waves such that the trapping width along the
beam decreases linearly with the increase in the excitation frequency. On the other hand, quadratic and fractional
grading proﬁles exhibit spatially nonuniform trapping.
Moreover, the results show that the increase in the bandgap width depends signiﬁcantly on the variation parameter
and to a lesser degree on the proﬁle shape. The results
reveal the signiﬁcance of this class of programmable
metamaterials to achieve precise control of elastic wave
trapping, spatial ﬁltering, and attenuation. For example, a
programmable metamaterial could use the rainbow trapping eﬀect to sense and physically separate incident elastic
TABLE I. Percent increase in band-gap width for diﬀerent
grading proﬁles at diﬀerent levels of variation parameter (compared with identical resonators case).

p=1
p=2
p = 1/2

δ = 0.01

δ = 0.02

δ = 0.03

10.7%
10.7%
14.3%

35.7%
39.3%
21.4%

60.7%
75.0%
50.0%

waves over a wide frequency range, or to provide reconﬁgurable broadband wave and vibration attenuation. Future
work could also explore time-varying versions of the rainbow trapping phenomenon leveraging the programmable
nature of synthetic impedance circuits.
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